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Paper-II

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PAPER–II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions each question carrying two (2) marks each.
Attempt all the questions.
1.

Which one of the following is not matched 3.

Match List I and List II and select the correct

correctly ?

answer :

(A) Theroy of Involution :

M.N. Roy

(B) Power theory of State :

Machiavelli

List–I
(a) “Wherever authority is

1. Chester

exercised responsibility

Barnard

(C) ‘Divine Law is the
highest law’

:

Medieval

arises.”

Political thought

(b) “Authority as expressed

(D) Universal education

2. Henry Fayol

in legal terms is essentially

must precede

static.”

universal adult
suffrage

List–II

(c) “The principle of
:

J.S. Mill

3. F.M. Marx

correspondence
between authority

2.

Which of the following statements is/are attributable

and responsibility should

to Medieval Political thought ?
1.

always be applied.”

“Perfection is a quality to be found only in the

(d) “Authority depends upon 4. L.F. Urwick

city of God.”
2.

“Law is reason undiluted by passion.”

3.

“Human law is rightly changed in so far as such

the Willingness of the
subordinates to accept
order from their superiors.”

change is conducive to the common welfare.”
4.

Codes :

“Old injuries can never be cancelled by new
benefits.”

Codes :
(A) Only 1
(B) 1 and 3
(C) 1, 2 and 3

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(A)

4

1

2

3

(B)

2

3

4

1

(C)

4

3

2

1

(D)

2

1

4

3

(D) Only 4
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4.

Who of the following did not accept the principle of 7.
unity of command in the functioning of an
organization ?
(A) Henry Fayol
(B) Luther Gullick
(C) J.D. Mookey
(D) F.W. Taylor

Identity the incorrect statement :
According to Ferrel Heady, the developing
countries :
(A) Have imitative and unindigenous bureaucracies
(B) Do not permit functional autonomy to their public
services
(C) Have administrative services without
administrative development
(D) Have elitist bureaucracies which are
dysfunctional

5.

Which of the following are included in the principles
of anonymity of civil service ?
1. Non–accountability of the civil service to the 8. Assertion (A) : Conventional Public Administration
legislature
is based upon the dichotomy of
2. Civil servants becoming professional experts
politics and administration.
3. Application of the doctrine of ministerial
Reason (R) : Public Administration in Britain and
responsibility
India is opposed to only political role
4. Explaining by civil servants what their
of civil servants.
Codes :
departments are doing
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct
Choose the correct answer from the codes given
explanation of (A)
below :
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the
(A) 1 and 2
correct explanation of (A)
(B) 1 and 3
(C) (A) is true but (R) is false
(C) 1, 2 and 3
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true
(D) 2, 3 and 4

6.

Match the following :
List–I
(a) Hierarchy
(b) Coordination
(c) Unity of Command
(d) Gand Plank

1.
2.
3.
4.

Codes :
(a)
(A) 1
(B) 2
(C) 2
(D) 3

(d)
2
3
1
1
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(b)
4
4
4
4

(c)
3
1
3
2

9.
List–II
Communication
Authority
Unity of Direction
Inter–relating various
parts of work

3

Assertion (A) : In a line item budget only input related
matters are considered whereas in a
performance budget only output
related matters are given importance.
Reason (R) :Performance budgeting is linking
performance levels with specific
budget amounts.
Codes :
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct
explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the
correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is true but (R) is false
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true
Paper-II

10. Who has given a structural view of bureaucracy as an 14. Civic Culture is the formulation of :
(A) Samuel Huntington
organization ?
(B) Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba
(A) Peter M. Blau
(C) Gaetano Mosca and Robert Michels
(B) Arthur K. Davis
(D) Karl Deutsch
(C) Marshall W. Mayer
(D) Max Weber

15. Who has viewed revolution as a product of irresistible
historical forces, which culminate a struggle between
11. Which of the following Acts provided an element of
the bourgeoisie and the proletariat ?
(A) Hannah Arendt
elections in the Central Legislative Council ?
(B) Karl Marx
(A) Government of India Act, 1919
(C) Charles Tilly
(B) Indian Councils Act, 1892
(D) Karl Deutsch
(C) Indian Councils Act, 1909
(D) None of the above

16. Dilemmas of Pluralist Democracy was written by :
(A) Michel Foucault
12. Which of the following did Herbert Simon
(B) Anthony Giddens
(C) Robert Dahl
emphasize ?
(D) Max Weber
1. Value–fact dichotomy
2. Means–ends relationship

17. Which one of the following is not a source of political
legitimacy ?
(A) Consent
(B) Rational prudence
(C) Political Will of the ruler
(D) Public reason

3. Composite decision making
4. Illusion of final authority
(A) 1 and 2
(B) 2, 3 and 4
(C) 1, 2 and 3
(D) 1, 3 and 4

18. Which one of the following is a characteristic of a
Presidential form of government ?
13. Which one of the following is not an element of
(A) The President is not a part of the legislaive body
communication ?
(B) It does not separate the executive and legislative
(A) Consistency
functions of the government
(B) Uniformity
(C) President follows the principle of collective
(C) Rigidity
responsibility
(D) None of the above
(D) Adequacy
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19. Which one of the following is not stipulated in the 22. Ashok Mehta Committee on Panchayati Raj
Institutions recommended :
formulation of Crisis in Political Development by
(A) 1 tier system
Lucian Pye ?
(B) 2 tier system
(A) Crisis in Identity
(C) 3 tier system
(B) Crisis in Participation
(D) 4 tier system
(C) Crisis in Education
(D) Crisis in Legitimacy
20. The book Politics : Who Gets What, When, How
was written by :
(A) Robert A. Dahl
(B) Harold D. Lasswell
(C) David Easton
(D) Samuel P Huntington
21. Given below are two statements, one labelled as
Assertion (A) and the other labelled as Reason (R).
Select the correct answer from the codes given
below :
Assertion (A) : Federal form of government leads

23. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct
answer from the codes given below :
List –I
List–II
(a) Habeas Corpus 1. ‘What is your authority’
(b) Mandamus
2. ‘You may have the body’
(c) Certiorari
3. ‘We command’
(d) Quo–Warranto 4. ‘To be certified’
Codes :
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(A)
1
3
4
2
(B)
3
1
2
4
(C)
2
4
1
3
(D)
2
3
4
1

to many conflicts between the states

24. Who of the following is not associated with
functionalism ?
Reason (R) : Regional and state interests override
(A) Parsons
the national interest in the federal
(B) Merton
system of governement.
(C) C. Wright Mills
Codes :
(D) David Easton
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct
and the centre over jurisdiction.

25. Open Society and Its Enemies is a critique of :
(A) Rousseau, Mill and Bentham
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the
(B) Plato, Aristotle and Machiavelli
correct explanation of (A)
(C) Hobbes, Kant and Hegel
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false
(D) Plato, Hegel and Marx
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true
explanation of (A)
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26. Mao’s On New Demoracy deals with :
(A) Proletarian Revolution
(B) Communist Party
(C) Coalition of Revolutionary Classes
(D) Imperialist State

32. Secularism is viewed tolerance for all religious faiths
by :
(A) Marx
(B) Weber
(C) Gandhi
(D) Geelani

27. The Indian Civil Liberty Union was formed in 1936
under the chairmanship of :
33. The Strategy of Political mobilization of Kshatriya(A) Nehru
Harijan- Adivasi - Muslim (KHAM) for electoral
(B) Subhash Chander Bose
dividends was introduced by :
(C) Rabindranath Tagore
(A) V.P. Singh
(D) Ambedkar
(B) A.B. Vajpayee
(C) Rajiv Gandhi
28. Karl Marx is not a co–author of :
(D) Indira Gandhi
(A) The German Ideology
(B) The Communist Manifesto
34. The book In Defence of Globalization is authored
(C) The Holy Family
by :
(D) Condition of the working class in England
(A) Joseph Stiglitz
(B) Aijaz Ahmad
29. The concept of ‘underdevelopment’ was coined by :
(C) Amartya Sen
(A) Trotsky
(D) None of the above
(B) Lenin
(C) Luxemburg
(D) Stalin

35. ‘The State is the march of God upon earth’ is an
expression of :
(A) Religious Fundamentalism
30. Which of the following books was not concerned with
(B) Democratic Pluralism
the study of political Elites ?
(C) State Absolutism
(A) Elites and Society
(D) Anarchism
(B) Politics of the Governed
(C) Prison Note books
(D) The Sociological Imagination

36. Who among the following used the concept of ‘Goal
seeking’ feedback ?
31. Which of the following is a text on post–colonialism ?
(A) David Easton
(A) Orientalism
(B) Gabriel Almond
(B) The State in Capitalist Society
(C) Lucian Pye
(C) State, Power, Socialism
(D) Karl Deutsch
(D) Accumulation of Capital
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37. Which one of the following is not true about the US 41. ‘Gujral Doctrine’ was associated with India’s :
President ?
(A) Nuclear policy
(A) May veto bills passed by the Congress
(B) Trade policy
(B) Declares states of emergency
(C) Neighbourhood policy
(C) Has the power to grant reprieves and pardons
(D) Energy policy
for offenses against the United States, in cases
of impeachment
42. World Trade Organization started functioning in :
(D) Makes appointments to the federal judiciary.
(A) 1993
38. Which of the following is a part of ‘neocolonial
strategy’ ?
(A) Arms trade
(B) Foreign aid
(C) Technology transfer
43.
(D) All of the above

(B) 1994
(C) 1995
(D) 1996
Which of the following was not a feature of
‘Panch Sheel ?
(A) Mutual non-aggression

39. Which of the following leaders was not associated
with the foundation of the Nonaligned Movement ?
(A) Marshal Tito
(B) Gamal Abdel Nasseer
(C) Kwama Nkrumah
(D) None of the above

(B) Equality and mutual benefit
(C) Peaceful coexistence
(D) Uniting in strength to maintain international peace
and security
44. Match the following Amendments to the Indian

40. Match the following themes and the associated
personalitites :
List–I
List–II
(a) Open Diplomacy
(i) Woodrow Wilson
(b) Propaganda
(ii) Joseph Goebbles
(c) Containment
(iii) Harry Truman
(d) Domino theory
(iv) Dwight Eisenhower
Codes :
(a)
(A) (i)
(B) (iii)
(C) (ii)
(D) (iv)
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Constitutiion with the provisions amended :
List–I

List–II

(a) 1st Amendment

(i) Right to Freedom

(b) 42nd Amendment

(ii) Right to Property

th

(c) 44 Amendment

(iii) Panchayati Raj

(d) 73rd Amendment

(iv) Socialism

Codes :
(b)
(ii)
(i)
(iv)
(ii)

(c)
(iii)
(ii)
(iii)
(i)

(d)
(iv)
(iv)
(i)
(iii)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(A) (iv)

(iii)

(ii)

(i)

(B) (iii)

(iv)

(i)

(ii)

(C)

(i)

(iv)

(ii)

(iii)

(D)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(i)
Paper-II

48. Article 226 of the Constitution of India relates to the

45. Match the following movements and the leaders :
List–I

powers of the :

List–II

(a) Medha Patkar

(i) Farmers Movement

(A) Supreme Court

(b) Kansi Ram

(ii) Chipko Movement

(B) High Court
(C) Election Commission

(c) Sundarlal Bahuguna (iii) Narmada Bachao

(D) Panchayats

Movement
(d) Sharad Joshi

(iv) Dalit Movement
49. Match the following political parties and components

Codes :
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(A)

(iii)

(iv)

(ii)

(i)

(B)

(i)

(ii)

(iv)

(iii)

(C)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(D)

(iv) (iii)

(ii)

(i)

of their ideology :
List–I

List–II

(a) Indian National

(i) Regional autonomy

Congress
(b) Bharatiya Janata

(ii) Socialism

Party
(c) Bahujan Samaj

46. Who coined the term ‘bullock capitalists’ ?

(iii) Social justice

Party

(A) Paul Brass

(d) Shiromoni Akali

(B) Rudolph and Rudolph

(iv) Cultural nationalism

Dal

(C) Neil Webster

Codes :

(D) Gail Omvedt

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(A)

(i)

(ii)

(iv)

(iii)

(B)

(i)

(iv)

(ii)

(iii)

(a) Morley Minto Reforms

(C)

(ii)

(iv)

(iii)

(i)

(b) Cripps Mission

(D)

(iv)

(iii)

(ii)

(i)

47. Arrange the following events in chronological order :

(c) Motilal Nehru Report
50. Judicial Review is the power of :

(d) Montford Report

(A) Courts to give binding interpretations of the

Codes :

constitution

(A) (a) (b) (c) (d)
(B) (d) (b) (c) (a)

(B) Governments to override judicial decisions

(C) (d) (c) (b) (a)

(C) Courts to make emergency budget

(D) (a) (d) (c) (b)

(D) Ombudsmen to review decisions made by civil
servants
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